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HOME ENTERTAINMENT SEATING SHOWN IN 121F BLACK LEATHERAIRE FABRIC
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RowOne, a Home Theater Seating company, offers the very best designs for entertainment seating. Whatever you need, we
provide the perfect solution for a great home entertainment environment. Whether high quality domestic or imported home
theater seating, RowOne delivers the best in comfort, design and quality. EVOLUTION is an excellent example of the quality and
comfort level expected from RowOne.

Create the perfect living space or entertainment room with RowOne’s

collection.

RowOne Quality and Comfort: The Evolution is made with plywood frames, fully padded arms, sides and backs, 1.8 density foam
cushions, with Luxe-Coil pocketed coil core, and a layer of memory foam for that upscale feel and comfort level. Evolution by
RowOne has these features and more - contoured seats, with full power headrest and power recline, for adjusting the seats to
your desired personal seating comfort level, all controlled by just a simple touch of a button on the Sensa-Touch lighted cupholder.
*measurements vary + or - 1”

Home Entertainment with a Vision!

F E A T U R E S
Did you know? Transform your sofa by raising the headrest and then lowering the center back on the
Evolution 3-seat sofa, will become the ultimate personal space as a work station, for reading, or for entertainment.
• Overhead lights in the center headrest are adjustable, and have individual on-off switches so one light can be adjusted for reading, while the
other light can be turned off to watch TV or turn them both off just to relax. The overhead lights are controlled by the master cupholder, and have
a safety feature that will automatically go out after 45 minutes, so no need to worry if the lights are left on if the chair back is closed.
• The power headrest can be adjusted for individual comfort and proper head support in any recline position. Evolution is so comfortable! Just
recline, adjust the headrest, and watch a movie, play your games, or take that long deserved nap!
• Add a portable HD overhead projector (not included), and the Evolution becomes an enjoyable mini – home theater, throwing the image directly
on the wall (screen not needed) as far back as 10 feet.
• Tired of cleaning up popcorn, looking for loose change, or your lost phone under the chair? Evolution’s exclusive CRUMB CATCHER is a zipped-in
lining that connects the seat to the chair back. Just reach down between the seat and back, and voila all your messes are easy to clean, and
you might be surprised at what you will find!
• The entire sofa has a central outlet in the back, so there is only one cord going from the sofa to the wall for an easy plug-in (normally not found
on the competition).

RowOne’s “Quality Out of the Box” goes into all our products and Evolution is no exception!
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Plush padded backs with a supportive Power
Headrest. Power Headrest is on all Evolution
seat backs giving maximum comfort in any
position. (Not available on the center seat of
the sofa)

The lighted Sensa-Touch cupholder, at a touch
of the button operates the power headrest,
center headrest lights, and power recline
control. Evolution has a Near-the-Wall Recline
feature needing only 3” from the wall to recline.

Deep storage arms with hydraulic cylinder
supports hold electronics, games and or an
overhead projector, as well as many other uses.

Adjustable duo lighting in center headrest,
with an individual on/off switch, is master
controlled by the left side facing lighted
cupholder.

With space being a concern and/or on
a budget, by adding a mini-overhead HD
projector, Evolution becomes a perfect minihome theater.
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A. Deep Storage Arms made of plywood are able to
hold heavy objects, like a portable projector, or
game console, DVD player and remotes!
B. Zip-in Crumb Catcher for easy cleanup, finding,
lost change, phones or other objects, and to
keep popcorn and food from falling to the floor
C. Power Headrest on left and right backs
D. Adjustable duo lighting in center headrest with
individual on/off switch all controlled by the
cupholder
E. Back and seat cushions have 1.8 Density foam,
with padded arms and sides
F. Pop-up with 2 USB ports and 2 Power Outlets
G. Blue Lighted Sensa-Touch cupholders operates
recline, headrest and overhead lights
H. Dropdown back has built-in tray with 2 cupholders,
I. Smooth reclining power action to any position
J. Pocket in drop-down back to store tablets,
DVDs, etc.

RowOne Exclusive

Every seat has a zipped in liner, which attaches
the seat to the back for keeping loose change,
food, phones and debris from falling to the
floor.

DIMENSIONS:
86” W x 38” D x 43” H

DIMENSIONS:
39” W x 38” D x 43” H

C O N S T R U C T I O N
DIMENSIONS:
75” W x 38” D x 43” H

• Combination hardwood plywood frame ensures strength
without cracking or warping
• Heavy Gauge No-sag spring system with Luxe-coil adds extra
support
• Black Leatheraire Fabric gives the look and feel of leather

Unique work station in drop down center back
of the sofa, with 2 USB ports and 2 power
outlets. Inside seat back also sports a pocket
for storing tablets, books, DVDs, etc

Center storage console is available on the
Loveseat. Side storage arms with hydraulic
cylinder supports, lifts easily and keeps arms
open for easy access.

